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try something on definition 1 to put on a piece of clothing to discover
if it fits you or if you like it 2 to put on a learn more 1 to put on a
garment in order to test the fit 2 to use or test experimentally try on
ˈtrī ˌȯn ˌän noun examples of try on in a sentence definition of try on
phrasal verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more try something on for size 4 meanings 1 to put on an article of
clothing to find out whether it fits or is suitable 2 see try it on try
on 3 click for more definitions experience the convenience of trying on
glasses from home to find your perfect frames try on glasses online with
america s best virtual try on tool free shipping on all online orders
you typically use try on when you re trying to judge how well something
fits but you can also use it to see if something looks good there are
times when you see an outfit and it looks great on the shelf or on a
mannequin but when i try it on it just doesn t look right on me try on
definition to put on an article of clothing to find out whether it fits
or is suitable see examples of try on used in a sentence try on third
person singular simple present tries on present participle trying on
simple past and past participle tried on transitive to test the look or
fit of a garment by wearing it transitive slang to attempt to undertake
definitions of try on noun putting clothes on to see whether they fit
synonyms fitting trying on see more see less type of run test trial the
act of testing something find 16 different ways to say try on along with
antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com we ll show
you how to try on hairstyles virtually for free using our custom built
hairstyle try on tool our hairstyle simulator is also super easy to use
see 3 authoritative translations of try on in spanish with example
sentences and audio pronunciations 1 lit to put on an article of
clothing to see if it fits here try this on for size and see if it fits
any better please try on this shirt for size 2 fig to evaluate an idea
or proposition now try on this idea try this plan for size i think you
ll like it to endeavor to evaluate by experiment or experience to try a
new field to try a new book to test the quality value fitness accuracy
etc of will you try a spoonful of this and tell me what you think of it
try and it seems is almost certainly older than try to the two
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constructions are not however equal try and has several limitations that
try to does not it can t for example be used in inverted constructions
to stop them is our goal is grammatical but and stop them is our goal is
not try something on meaning 1 to put on a piece of clothing to discover
if it fits you or if you like it 2 to put on a learn more verb phrasal
ˈtraɪ ˈɒn ˈɔn to put on a piece of clothing to decide if it looks good
probarse try the red one on pruébate el rojo i tried on those shoes me
probé esos zapatos translation of try something on from the global
english spanish dictionary 2020 k dictionaries ltd a2 translations of
try something on my first try on the flying fish after all she tried on
every one she drove him all around town and had him try on a variety of
clothes in various stores if you plan to do it try on some hidden area
first do not try to bleach your leather purse the meaning of try it on
is to behave badly so that someone becomes annoyed or angry often with
how to use try it on in a sentence to try sth on sb probar algo con algn
they haven t tried the drug on humans yet todavía no han probado la
droga con personas i tried the idea on a couple of people le comenté la
idea a un par de personas they have been sorely tried literary han
sufrido mucho



try something on english meaning cambridge dictionary May 23 2024 try
something on definition 1 to put on a piece of clothing to discover if
it fits you or if you like it 2 to put on a learn more
try on definition meaning merriam webster Apr 22 2024 1 to put on a
garment in order to test the fit 2 to use or test experimentally try on
ˈtrī ˌȯn ˌän noun examples of try on in a sentence
try on phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation and Mar 21 2024
definition of try on phrasal verb in oxford advanced learner s
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage
notes synonyms and more
try on definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 20 2024 try
something on for size 4 meanings 1 to put on an article of clothing to
find out whether it fits or is suitable 2 see try it on try on 3 click
for more definitions
try on glasses online with virtual try on america s best Jan 19 2024
experience the convenience of trying on glasses from home to find your
perfect frames try on glasses online with america s best virtual try on
tool free shipping on all online orders
to try on meaning in english learn about english expressions Dec 18 2023
you typically use try on when you re trying to judge how well something
fits but you can also use it to see if something looks good there are
times when you see an outfit and it looks great on the shelf or on a
mannequin but when i try it on it just doesn t look right on me
try on definition meaning dictionary com Nov 17 2023 try on definition
to put on an article of clothing to find out whether it fits or is
suitable see examples of try on used in a sentence
try on wiktionary the free dictionary Oct 16 2023 try on third person
singular simple present tries on present participle trying on simple
past and past participle tried on transitive to test the look or fit of
a garment by wearing it transitive slang to attempt to undertake
try on definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 15 2023
definitions of try on noun putting clothes on to see whether they fit
synonyms fitting trying on see more see less type of run test trial the
act of testing something
16 synonyms antonyms for try on thesaurus com Aug 14 2023 find 16
different ways to say try on along with antonyms related words and
example sentences at thesaurus com
virtually try on hairstyles for free we built an app Jul 13 2023 we ll
show you how to try on hairstyles virtually for free using our custom
built hairstyle try on tool our hairstyle simulator is also super easy
to use
try on in spanish english to spanish translation Jun 12 2023 see 3
authoritative translations of try on in spanish with example sentences
and audio pronunciations



try something on idioms by the free dictionary May 11 2023 1 lit to put
on an article of clothing to see if it fits here try this on for size
and see if it fits any better please try on this shirt for size 2 fig to
evaluate an idea or proposition now try on this idea try this plan for
size i think you ll like it
try on wordreference com dictionary of english Apr 10 2023 to endeavor
to evaluate by experiment or experience to try a new field to try a new
book to test the quality value fitness accuracy etc of will you try a
spoonful of this and tell me what you think of it
is try and good english merriam webster Mar 09 2023 try and it seems is
almost certainly older than try to the two constructions are not however
equal try and has several limitations that try to does not it can t for
example be used in inverted constructions to stop them is our goal is
grammatical but and stop them is our goal is not
try something on definition cambridge english dictionary Feb 08 2023 try
something on meaning 1 to put on a piece of clothing to discover if it
fits you or if you like it 2 to put on a learn more
try something on in spanish cambridge dictionary Jan 07 2023 verb
phrasal ˈtraɪ ˈɒn ˈɔn to put on a piece of clothing to decide if it
looks good probarse try the red one on pruébate el rojo i tried on those
shoes me probé esos zapatos translation of try something on from the
global english spanish dictionary 2020 k dictionaries ltd a2
translations of try something on
prepositions after try try for try on or try in Dec 06 2022 my first try
on the flying fish after all she tried on every one she drove him all
around town and had him try on a variety of clothes in various stores if
you plan to do it try on some hidden area first do not try to bleach
your leather purse
try it on definition meaning merriam webster Nov 05 2022 the meaning of
try it on is to behave badly so that someone becomes annoyed or angry
often with how to use try it on in a sentence
spanish translation of to try on collins online dictionary Oct 04 2022
to try sth on sb probar algo con algn they haven t tried the drug on
humans yet todavía no han probado la droga con personas i tried the idea
on a couple of people le comenté la idea a un par de personas they have
been sorely tried literary han sufrido mucho
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